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METHOD AND APPARATUS OF LOAD SHARING AND IMPROVING FAULT
TOLERANCE IN AN INTERACTIVE VIDEO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

5 This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional AppUcation No.

60/170,287, filed Decenaber 10, 1999, which is hereby incorporated herein by reference in

its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

10 1 . Field of Invention

The present invention relates to an interactive video distribution system. More

particularly, the invention relates to a method and apparatus for increasing the fault

tolerance at each of a plurality of head-ends in an interactive video distribution system.

15 2. Description of the Background Art

Video distribution systems established by a service provider typically utiUze a

pluraUty of cable head-ends. A head-end serves as a distribution point for a designated

"neighborhood" of subscribers. Subscriber requests for video information such as

movies, are made by a subscriber using a remote control device to select from a menu of

20 available titles displayed on a display device. After selection by a subscriber, a request

for the selected video information is sent to the local head-end supporting the subscriber.

The requested video information is then transmitted from the head-end to the

subscriber for viewing. A typical head-end comprises a video server system that contains

subsystems for managing, storing and distributing the video content.

25 In a system comprising a large number of subscribers, each head-end experiences

a substantial level of activity. This typically results in delays in responding to subscriber

requests. In addition, data processing and/or transmission errors increase as the demand

placed upon the head-end increases. For example, physical hardware errors due to

component failures, may result in unacceptable viewing experiences for the subscriber.

30 In some circumstances, a single point of failure may occur that compromises the entire

head-end, thereby disrupting video sessions to most, if not all of the subscribers coupled

to that particular head-end.
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Therefore, it is seen to be desirable to provide more robust head-end functionality

within an information distribution system such that delivery of services to subscribers is

enhanced. Specifically, it is seen to be desirable to distribute head-end processing

functions among a plurahty of head-end devices in such a manner as to increase fault

5 tolerance and, ideally, to reduce any single point of failure.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

The disadvantages heretofore associated with the prior art are overcome by the

present invention of an apparatus and method having improved fault tolerance suitable

10 for use in an interactive information distribution system. The apparatus comprises a

server having a plurahty of server modules coupled to a video switch, and a plurahty of

head-end controllers, each coupled to each one of the server modules via at least two

signal paths. Communications between each of the head-end controllers and each of the

server modules are coincidentally sent along at least two signal paths to provide

15 additional fault tolerance in the event one of the signal paths becomes inoperative.

Additionally, the video switch comprises a plurahty of I/O ports coupled to the

plurahty of server modules and a plurahty of subscriber equipment. The video switch is

capable of transferring video information between the server and the subscriber

equipment. A primary and a secondary switch controller are coupled between the head-

20 end controllers and the plurality of I/O ports. The primary switch controller is used for

routing data packets containing the video information between the plurahty of VO ports.

The secondary switch controller monitors status of the I/O ports and initiates a switch

over event in an instance where the primary switch controller exhibits a failure.

A method of providing improved fault tolerance comprises asserting a switch

25 controller READY signal upon completing boot-up at each switch controller, and then

performing a self-diagnostic test at each switch controller. Upon passing such self-

diagnostic tests, each switch controller asserts a switch controller OK signal, and then the

primary switch controller indicates its functionality by asserting a respective ONLINE

signal. The secondary switch controller monitors status of the I/O ports and primary

30 switch controller, and initiates a switchover event in an instance where the primary

switch controller is determined to be inoperable. The secondary switch controller
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thereafter serves as the primary switch controller. Thus the apparatus and method

advantageously increases the fault tolerance at the head-end through redundancy of

hardware and software at a head-end. In this manner, a single point of failure at a head-

end of an interactive information distribution system may be averted.

5

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The teachings of the present invention can be readily understood by considering

the following detailed description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in

which:

10 FIGS. lA and IB together depict a high-level block diagram of an interactive

information distribution system;

FIGS. IC and IB together depict a high-level block diagram of a second

embodiment of an interactive information distribution system;

FIG. 2 depicts a flowchart of a first method that facilitates fault tolerance at a

15 head-end of an interactive information distribution system;

FIG. 3 further depicts a block diagram of a video switch as shown in FIG. 1A;

FIG. 4 depicts a block diagram of an I/O port of the video switch;

FIG. 5 depicts a flowchart of a second method that facilitates fault tolerance at a

head-end of an interactive information distribution system;

20 FIG. 6 depicts a flowchart of a method for switchover in the event of a switch

controller failure;

FIG. 7 depicts a flowchart of a method for testing an in-band signal path of a

switch; and

FIG. 8 depicts a flowchart of a method for testing an out-of-band signal path of a

25 switch.

To facilitate understanding, identical reference numerals have been used, where

possible, to designate identical elements that are conraion to the figures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

30 In an interactive information distribution system, duplicate devices are deployed

within each head-end of the interactive information distribution system to provide
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redundancy and thereby diminish the Ukehhood of a single point of failure. FIGS. 1A and

IB together depict a high-level block diagram of an interactive information distribution

system.

The interactive information distribution system 100 of FIGS. lA and IB

5 comprises a head-end 101, a transport subsystem or network 1 10 and subscriber

equipment 124. The head-end 101 receives subscriber requests for information such as

movies or other content, and responsively provides or "streams" the content in the form

of packetized data to the appropriate subscriber equipment 124 via the transport network

110.

10 A plurality of subscriber equipment 124-1 through 124-x (collectively subscriber

equipment 124) each comprise a set-top box (STB) 118, an input device (e.g., remote

control) 120 and a display device 122. Conmiunications between the head-end 101 and

the subscriber equipment 124 are transmitted across a transport system network 1 10 by

either cable or telephone transport mediums.

15 The transport network 110 is typically, but not exclusively, a bi-directional,

hybrid fiber-coax cable network. Depending upon the fiber node size, one embodiment

of the invention utilizes two to five conventional cable channels (e.g., 6 MHz bandwidth

channels). Each channel is capable of down streaming up to 10 streams of video

information per channel at the same time. Assuming a 10 to 1 concentration, i.e., not all

20 subscribers are viewing at the same time, then approximately 20,000 potential subscribers

may be connected to a server 102 at a head-end 101.

A single set top box can be used to receive all the cable services provided by the

network. The set top boxes also provide interactive control of the information

presentation. The presentation is controlled via the input device 120, e.g., an infrared

25 (IR), radio frequency (RF), or some other remote control unit. The information, e.g.,

audio, video, still photographs, graphics, and other multimedia programs and the like are

portrayed on the display device 122 such as a television, video monitor, stereo system,

and the like.

The head-end 101 of the interactive information distribution system 100

30 comprises a stream server 102, at least two head-end controllers 130-1 and 130-2
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(coUectively head-end controllers 130), and a plurality of access controllers (AC) 140-1

through 140-m (collectively access controllers 140).

The stream server 102 comprises a plurality of server modules 106i through 106p

(collectively server modules 106) coupled to a video switch 113 via signal paths 321i

5 through 32 Ip. Each of the server modules 106 comprises at least one processor 115,

memory 117, a plurality of storage devices 116, input/output devices and other

processing circuitry (not shown) for processing video information. The plurality of

storage devices 116 are coupled to each server module 106 of the stream server 102,

thereby collectively providing a repository of video assets that are available for request

10 by the subscribers. The plurality of storage devices 1 16 typically contains thousands of

video assets from which the subscriber may choose their programs.

The stream server 102 is coupled to each head-end controller 130 through at least

two switches 144^ and 1442 (collectively switches 144) via signal paths Uli through 111^

(collectively signal paths 111) to provide redundant paths for communications of

15 command information between the stream server 102 and each head-end controller 130.

In one embodiment of the invention, Ethernet switches 144 and signal paths 111 are

utilized. However, it should be understood that a person skilled in the art will appreciate

that other types of signal paths 111 and switches 144 (e.g., asynchronous transport mode

ATM switching) may be utiHzed between the stream server 102 and head-end controllers

20 130.

In particular, each of the server modules 106 is coupled to each Ethernet switch

1441 and 1442 via two signal paths 111. Furthermore, each head-end controller 130^ and

I3O2 is coupled to each Ethernet switch 144i and 1442 via signal paths 119i through 119^.

For example, the first server module 106^ is coupled to the first Ethernet switch

25 144i via signal path 1 1 Ij and also coupled to the second Ethernet switch 1442 via signal

path III5. Similarly, the primary head-end controller 130^ is coupled to the first Ethernet

switch 144i via signal path 119^ and the second Ethernet switch 1442 via signal path 1192-

Thus, the coupHng of each server module 106 through the Ethernet switches 144i and

1442 in this manner, increases fault tolerance at the head-end 101 by providing redundant

30 communication paths between each server module 106 and head-end controller 130.
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The head-end controllers 130 control a video session for a subscriber. In

particular, the head-end controllers 130 control the interaction and streaming of video

information between the stream server 102 at the head-end 101 and the subscriber

equipment 124. The number of head-end controllers 130 is proportional to the number of

5 subscribers being serviced by the system. Each head-end controller can generally service

up to 2,500 subscribers. Additional head-end controllers 130 may be added to a head-end

101 as required.

The pluraUty of access controllers 140 are coupled to each of the head-end

controllers 130. This coupling 112 may illustratively be Ethernet or fiber channel

10 cabling. Additionally, each access controller 140 is coupled to the cable transport

subsystem 110. The access controllers 140 control the provisioning of video information

between the stream server 102 and subscriber equipment 124. A person skilled in the art

will understand that other devices capable of transmitting packetized streams of data to

and from a set-top box 118 may be utilized. The video stream server 102 is coupled to

15 each access controller 140 via the video switch 1 13 to provide a plurality of packetized

data streams via a signal path 104 and a synchronization clock signal via signal path 103.

The packetized data streams contain isochronous information as well as movies or other

video assets retrieved from the video content storage device 116.

The utilization of redundant Ethernet switches 144 and multiple signal paths 111

20 and 119 between the server modules 106 and head-end controllers 130 diminishes the

likelihood of a single point of failure as between each head-end controller 130 and server

module 106. FIG. 2 depicts a flowchart of a first method that facilitates fault tolerance at

a head-end of an interactive information distribution system. The first method 200

provides alternate routes for communications between the head-end controllers 130 and

25 the stream server 102.

The first method 200 starts at step 201, and proceeds to step 202 where the active

(primary) head-end controller sends two messages having the same information to the

particular server module containing the video information requested by a subscriber. The

head-end controller identifies each message with a tag, which is continually incremented

30 every time a new message is transmitted. In this manner, the head-end controller may

track each message and response. In step 204, each message is routed through a different
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Ethemet switch via a different signal path. Thus, both messages are sent to the same

destination, i.e., server module, but through alternate, redundant signal paths.

In step 206, the recipient server module responds to the incoming message from

the head-end controller that arrives first, and then in step 208, the second incoming

5 message is ignored by the server module. The first method 200 then proceeds to step

210.

In step 210, the recipient server module sends an acknowledgement message to

the head-end controller. In step 212, the server module sends the acknowledgement

message along the same signal paths that the incoming message was received.

10 Specifically, two acknowledgement messages are sent. One message is routed through

the first Ethernet switch, and the second acknowledgment message is routed through the

second Ethernet switch. In step 214, the head-end controller will accept the first

acknowledgement message to arrive, and then ignore the second acknowledgement

message. In this manner, should one signal path fail between the head-end controller

15 and plurality of server modules, then the redundant signal path (e.g., Ethernet switch) will

carry the messages sent between the head-end controller and each server module.

Referring back to FIGS. lA and IB, illustratively, when the primary head-end

controller 130^ communicates with the first server module 106i two messages will be

sent. The first message will be sent across signal path 119i, through the first Ethernet

20 switch 144i, and then to the first server module 106i via signal path 1 1 1^.

Similarly, the second message will be sent across signal path 1192, through the

second Ethernet switch 1442, then to the first server module 106i via signal path III5.

If either the first Ethernet switch 144i, or corresponding signal paths 111^ or 119i fail

after the primary head-end controller 130i sends the messages, then the message passing

25 through the second Ethernet switch 1442 will be received by the first server module IO61.

Likewise, the two acknowledgement messages from the first server module 106^

are sent back along the same paths through both Ethernet switches 144 and signal paths

111 and 1 19 to the head-end controller ISOj. Thus, if a failure occurs on any one signal

path or Ethemet switch after the acknowledgment by the server module IO61, then the

30 redundant signal path and/or Ethemet switch will prevent a single point system failure

during a subscriber session. Referring back to FIG. 2, in step 212, the first method 200
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ends, until the next message is sent by the head-end controller, wherein the first method

200 is repeated.

Another aspect of the head-end 101 of the interactive information distribution

system 100 that may be susceptible to a single point failure is the video switch 113. A

5 single point failure at a switch controller could result in the termination of any of the

video sessions being provided by the stream server 102 to the subscribers. By adding an

additional switch controller to the video switch, a single point of failure resulting in video

session termination may be abated.

Referring to FIGS lA and IB, the video switch 113 comprises a plurality of

10 switch input/output boards 320i through 320y (collectively I/O ports 320). Coupled to

each of the plurality of I/O ports 320 are at least two switch controllers 310^ and 310^

(hereinafter SWC-A and SWC-B, and collectively switch controllers 310).

In the preferred embodiment, there are two switch controllers 310, where one

serves as a primary and the other serves as a secondary switch controller, illustratively

15 310^ and 310b, respectively. Furthermore, the server 102 comprises 8 server modules

106 plus the video switch 1 13, preferably having 16 I/O ports 320. Eight of the I/O ports

320 are used to couple the server modules 106 to the video switch 1 13 via bi-directional

signal paths 321^ through 321p. Moreover, the remaining eight I/O ports 320 are used to

couple the video switch 113 to each of the access controllers 140 via bi-directional signal

20 paths 103 and 104.

The access controllers 140 transmit and receive packetized information to and

from the subscriber equipment 124. In this manner, a subscriber may send a request for

video information to the head-end 101 and each server module 106 may then stream

packetized video information via the switch 113, to the access controllers 140 for further

25 distribution to the subscribers.

FIG. 3 further depicts a block diagram of the video switch as shown in FIG. 1.

Specifically, in a preferred embodiment, the video switch 113 comprises a switch

controller "SWC-A" 310^ and a switch controller "SWC-B" 310b (collectively switch

controllers 310), where one of the switch controllers 310 serves as a primary switch

30 controller and the other as a secondary switch controller. However, a person skilled in the

art will recognize that more than two switch controllers 310 may be utilized.
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Each switch controller 310 comprises a switch processor 302^ and 302b, ^ switch

matrix IC 306^ and 306^ (collectively switch matrix IC's 306), and a SWC_OK timer

304^ and 304^. The primary switch controller 310 directs the flow of in-band (IB)

information through a plurality of I/O ports 320i through 320^ (collectively I/O ports 320)

5 that serve as a routing conduit between the server modules 106 and the plurality of access

controllers 140.

Referring back to FIG. lA, each switch controller 310 is coupled to each head-

end controller 130 by way of each Ethernet switch 144i and 1442, via signal paths 317^

and 317b, respectively, and signal paths 119. The switch controllers 310 are coupled to

10 the head-end controllers 130 to exchange communications regarding control information,

updating address tables, and providing status of the I/O ports 320. During operation,

communications occur between the primary head-end controller 130i and the primary

switch controller, e.g., SWC-A 310^. The secondary switch controller SWC-B 310b

remains idle with regard to the in-band data until switchover occurs, at which time the

15 secondary switch controller assumes the role as the primary switch controller.

For example, messages between the switch controller SWC-A 310^ and the

primary head-end controller 130i may be sent bi-directionally via signal path 317^,

through the first Ethernet switch 144^, and then through signal path 119i. Similarly,

messages between the switch controller SWC_B 310b and the primary head-end

20 controller 1 19i may be sent bi-directionally via signal paths 3 17b, through the second

Ethernet switch 1442, and then through signal paths 119v.

Referring to FIG. 3, both switch controllers 310 conmiunicate with each other

through serial paths SERIAL_A 303^ and SERIAL_B 303b. In the event the primary

switch controller SWC-A 310^ becomes inoperative, conmiunications between each of

25 the switch controllers via such SERIAL paths 303 permits the secondary switch

controller SWC-B 310b to recognize the non-operation of the primary switch controller

3 10a, ai^d then initiate a switchover event. Thus, redundant signal paths are provided

between the head-end controllers 130 and the primary and secondary switch controllers

310.

30 Alternatively, FIGS. IC and IB together depict a high-level block diagram of a

second embodiment of an interactive information distribution system. In particular, the
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second embodiment is similar to the first embodiment depicted in FIGS. 1A and IB

together, except for the coupling of the switch controllers 310 to the head-end controllers

130.

Specifically, in FIG. IC, each switch controller 310 is coupled to each head-end

5 controller 130 by way of each switch 144i and 1442, two pairs of signal paths 317^^

and 317^2' 317bi and 317^2, respectfully, and signal paths 119. The switch controllers

310 are coupled to the head-end controllers 130 to exchange communications regarding

control information, updating address tables, and providing status of the I/O ports 320.

The secondary switch controller 310 remains idle with regard to the in-band data, until it

10 directs a switchover and assumes the role as the primary switch controller.

For example, messages between the primary head-end controller 130^ and the

primary switch controller SWC-A 310^ are sent via signal paths 119^ and 1192 to the first

and second switches 144^ and 1442 respectfully, and then through signal paths 317^1 and

317^2, respectively. Similarly, communications from the primary switch controller 310^

15 to the primary head-end controller 130^ use the same path in the opposite direction. The

first message to arrive to the destination is accepted, while the later message is ignored.

Likewise, communications between the secondary switch controller 310^ are performed

in a similar manner. Thus, redundant signal paths are provided between the head-end

controllers 130 and the primary and secondary switch controllers 310.

20 FIG. 4 depicts a block diagram of an I/O port of the video switch. Specifically,

each of the plurality of I/O ports 320 comprises memory 422, i.e., RAM, and a plurality

of control registers 426. Furthermore, each of the control registers 426 is coupled to an

in-band (IB) port (e.g., watchdog) timer 428, an out-of-band (OOB) bus (e.g., watchdog)

timer 430, and at least one status register 424, Both the primary and secondary switch

25 controllers 310^ and 310^ are coupled to each UO port 320 via a plurality of IB signal

paths 315^ and 315^ and OOB signal paths 317^ and 317b.

FIG. 7 depicts a flowchart of method 700 for testing an in-band signal path of a

switch. The reader is encouraged to view FIGS. 3 and 4 in conjunction with FIG. 7. The

method 700 begins at step 701, and proceeds to step 702 where the plurality of control

30 registers 426 are used to set a frequency of pinging between each of the I/O ports 320 and

thereafter enable the IB timer 428.
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In step 704, pinging between I/O ports 320 is performed to periodically test in-

band (IB) communications between each I/O port 320 via the IB signal paths 315^ and

315b. a pinging message is illustratively sent from an originating I/O port 1 320i to the

switch matrix 306^ of the primary switch controller 3 10a via signal path IB-A 315^. The

5 switch matrix 306^ then forwards the pinging message to a second I/O port, e.g., I/O port

2 32O2 via the signal path IB-A 315^. In step 706, the recipient I/O port 2 32O2 then sends

an acknowledgement signal back to the originating I/O port 1 320i via the switch matrix

306^ of the primary switch controller 310^ over signal path IB-A 315^.

Thus, each of the I/O ports 320 periodically sends out a message to another I/O

10 port 320 and responds with an acknowledgement upon receiving such message. In the

preferred embodiment having 16 I/O ports 320, an I/O port 320 pings another I/O port

320, illustratively, every 5 miUiseconds. However, a person skilled in the art will

appreciate that the IB port timers 428 of the I/O ports 320 may be set to other pinging

frequencies as required.

15 During operation, in an exemplary embodiment I/O port 1 320i pings I/O port 2

32O2 first, then 5 milliseconds later pings I/O port 3 32O3, then 5 miUiseconds later pings

I/O port 4 32O4, and continues in this manner through I/O port 16 320^6 before repeating

the cycle, i.e., a "round robin" process. . In addition, the other I/O ports 2 through 16

32O2 through 32O16 are likewise pinging one another in a similar manner. Furthermore, a

20 few fractions of a millisecond after each ping is sent, 16 acknowledgements are being

sent from the recipient I/O port 320 back to the originating I/O port. Once an I/O port has

consecutively pinged the other 15 FO ports, a cycle has been completed. Thus, during

each 5-millisecond interval, 16 individual pings and corresponding acknowledgements

are being passed through the switch matrix 306^ of the primary switch controller 3 10^.

25 Therefore, during the course of one complete cycle (i.e., 75 milliseconds) the switch

matrix 306a functions as a 16x16 array, and will have transferred 240 pings and 240

acknowledgement signals.

The IB port timer 428 is illustratively a watchdog timer. The IB port timer 428

counts time based upon the frequency of pinging, which is set via the control registers

30 426. Therefore, in this instance, the originator I/O port 1 320^ has less than the 75
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milliseconds to receive such acknowledgement signal before the originator I/O port 1

320i pings the same recipient I/O port once again.

In step 708, the method 700 determines whether the IB port timer 428 has

elapsed, i.e., whether 75 miUisecond cycle elapsed without the originating I/O port 1 320i

5 receiving the acknowledgement signal. If, in step 708, the IB port timer 428 has not

lapsed, then the method 700 proceeds to step 712. If, however, in step 708 the IB port

timer 428 has lapsed, then the method proceeds to step 710, where the control registers

426 set a flag, i.e., an error bit in the status registers 424 of the originator I/O port 1 320i.

In step 712, the offline secondary switch controller 3 10^ periodically reads the

10 status registers 424 of each I/O port 320 and then the method 700 proceeds to step 714.

In step 714, the method 700 determines whether the in-band signal path 315 is

operational between the I/O ports 320. In particular, an absence of any error bits set in

the status registers 424 of the respective I/O ports 320 indicates an operational in-band

signal path 315. The frequency in which the secondary switch controller 310b

15 periodically reads the status registers 424 of each I/O port 320 is independent of the in-

band pinging that occurs between the I/O ports 320, and may be set (e.g., every 300

milUseconds) by a systems administrator as desired.

In step 714, the secondary switch controller 310b reads the status registers 424 of

the I/O ports 320 to determine if some (e.g., at least two) or all of the I/O ports 320 have

20 asserted an error bit in their respective status registers 424, The method 700 then

proceeds to step 716, where the secondary switch controller 310b assumes the primary

switch controller 310^ (e.g., switch matrix 306^) is inoperable. Thus, in step 716, the

secondary switch controller 310b will initiate a switchover and thereby serve as the

primary switch controller for the switch 113.

25 Alternately, if in step 714, if none or only a single I/O port 320 has an error bit set

in its respective status register 424, then no switchover will occur. The secondary switch

controller 310b treats the single error bit as an aberration instead of a failure flag and

instruct the control registers 426 of that particular I/O port 320 to reset the status register.

As such, the method proceeds to step 704, and continues to test the in-band signal path

30 315^ between the I/O ports 320. In step 718, the method 700 ends and a redundant
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method is thereby implemented for confirming that the switch matrix 306^ and the in-

band paths 315^ between each I/O port 320 are operational.

FIG. 8 depicts a flowchart of a method 800 for testing an out-of-band signal path

of a switch. The reader is encouraged to view FIGS. 3 and 4 in conjunction with FIG. 8.

5 Fault tolerance of the switch may be improved by periodically testing the out-of-band

(OOB) signal path 317 between the primary switch controller 306^ and each of the I/O

ports 320.

The method 800 begins at step 801, and proceeds to step 802 where the primary

switch controller 310a sets the frequency in which the primary switch controller 310^

10 pokes the I/O ports 320. In step 804, the primary switch controller 310^ periodically

pokes (i.e., reads from or writes to) the I/O ports 320 via the OOB signal path 317.

Furthermore, in the preferred embodiment, the primary switch controller 310^ pokes the

I/O ports 320 by broadcasting to each of the I/O ports 320 concurrently. However,

another embodiment of the invention contemplates that each I/O port 320 may be poked

15 on a consecutive basis, i.e., one at a time.

In step 806, each time the primary switch controller 310^ writes to the control

registers 426 of the I/O ports 320, the control registers 426 reset the OOB bus timers 430.

Thus, in steps 802 through 806, the primary switch controller 310^ periodically pokes the

control registers 426, which in turn resets the OOB bus timer 430.

20 In step 808, the method 800 queries whether the OOB bus timers have lapsed. If

the query of step 808 is negatively answered, i.e., the OOB bus timers 430 have not

elapsed or "timed out", then the method 800 proceeds to step 812. If, however, in step

808 the query is affirmatively answered, then a failure has occurred, i.e., the primary

switch controller 310^ will have failed to poke the I/O ports 320 over the OOB signal

25 path 317 during the next poking interval In other words, the OOB bus timers 430 have

timed out before the primary switch controller 310^ pokes the I/O ports 320 again. In this

instance, the method proceeds to step 810 where the control registers 426 enter an error

bit in the status registers 424 of the I/O ports 320 that have not been poked in a timely

manner. Since the poking is broadcasted to all of the VO ports 320 in the preferred

30 embodiment, the status registers 424 in each of the 161/0 ports 320 will thereby have an

error bit set. The method 800 then proceeds to step 812.
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In step 812, the offline secondary switch controller 3 10^ periodically reads the

status registers 424 of each I/O port 320, and then the method 800 proceeds to step 814.

In step 814, the method 800 determines whether the out-of-band signal path 317^ is

operational between the primary switch controller 310^ and the plurality of I/O ports 320,

5 i.e., there are not any error bits set in the status registers 424 of the respective I/O ports

320. The frequency in which the secondary switch controller 310b periodically reads the

status registers 424 of each I/O port 320 is independent of the out-of-band poking that

occurs between the primary switch controller 310^ and the plurality of I/O ports 320.

Such frequency may be set (e.g., every 300 milliseconds) by a systems administrator as

10 desired.

In step 814, the secondary switch controller 310^ reads the status registers 424 of

the I/O ports 320 to determine if some (e.g., at least two) or all of the I/O ports 320 have

asserted an error bit in their respective status registers 424. The method 800 then

proceeds to step 816, where the secondary switch controller 310b assumes the primary

15 switch controller 310^ is inoperable. Thus, in step 816, the secondary switch controller

310b will initiate a switchover and thereby serve as the primary switch controller for the

switch 113.

Alternately, if in step 814, if none or only a single I/O port 320 has an error bit set

in its respective status register 424, then no switchover will occur. The secondary switch

20 controller 310^ will treat the single error bit as an aberration instead of a failure flag and

instruct the control registers 426 of that particular I/O port 320 to reset the status register.

As such, the method proceeds to step 804, and continues to test the out-of-band signal

path 317a between the primary switch controller 310^ and the plurality of VO ports 320.

In step 818 the method 800 ends, and a redundant method is thereby implemented for

25 confirming that the out-of-band paths 317^ between the primary switch controller 310^

and each I/O port 320 are operational.

The switch controllers 310 primarily direct the routing of data packets. The signal

paths 103 and 104 stream data packets (video streams) from the I/O ports 320 to the

access controllers 140 for further transmittal to a requesting subscriber. To configure the

30 I/O ports 320 for streaming the data packets, the switch controllers 310 are capable of

receiving commands from the head-end controller 130.
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FIG. 3 further depicts the pair of out-of-band signal paths OOB A 317^ and OOB

B 317b (collectively OOB signal paths 317). The OOB signal paths 317 are used for

transferring out-of-band control information, such as switch routing information, health

status, I/O port activity, and/or otherwise between the switch controllers 310 and JJO

5 ports 320. The switch 1 13 stores routing information in memory (hereinafter, Content

Addressable Memory (CAM)) 422 of each I/O port 320.

In FIG. 4, the CAM 422 provides a reference table of data packet identifiers and

I/O port 320 destination addresses. In particular, the CAM 422 is updated by the primary

switch controller 3 IOa, via the out-of band signal paths 317^, to store a table of the most

10 current destination addresses for the in-band data packets corresponding to each video

session. Thus, the CAM 422 table is used for determining which I/O port the in-band

data packets are to be routed. Moreover, the switch controllers 310 update the CAM 422

table via the out-of band signal paths OOB_A 317^ or OOB_B 317^.

A data packet, such as an MPEG data packet, includes a header having a data

15 packet identifier for routing such packet. As the data packets are received by an I/O port

320, the I/O port 320 determines which identifier it has received, and then accesses the

CAM 422 table to determine from which I/O port 320 the data packet is destined to be

transmitted. Thereafter, the receiving I/O port 320 attaches a header containing the

address of the destination I/O port 320 from which the data packet will be streamed to the

20 subscriber.

For example, in FIGS. 1A and IB, a requesting subscriber who is coupled via the

first access controller 140^ to the first I/O port 320^, selects a movie that is stored on the

second server module IO62. The MPEG data packets forming such selected movie are

distributed from the storage devices 1 16 on the second server module IO62 to the

25 subscriber via the switch 113, Therefore, the second server module IO62 sends the data

packets (streamed video) via signal path 32I2 to the fourth I/O port 32O4, as illustratively

depicted.

The fourth I/O port 32O4 determines the I/O port 320 that is responsible for

streaming the data packet to the packet destination point, i.e., linked to the requesting

30 subscriber. Upon reception of the data packet, the fourth I/O port 32O4 accesses the CAM

322 and determines from the table that the requesting subscriber is coupled to the first I/O
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port 320i, The I/O port 320^ then attaches a header on each data packet containing the

destination address of the appropriate I/O port 320 coupled to the requesting subscriber

equipment 124,

The data packet is then sent to the switch matrix IC 306^ via an in-band signal

5 path 315^, for routing to the appropriate I/O port 320, illustratively, the first I/O port

320i. Once the switch matrix IC 306^ receives the data packet, the switch matrix IC 306^

routes the data packet back through the in-band signal path 315^ to the first I/O port 320i.

The first I/O port 320i then removes the header previously attached by the fourth I/O port

32O4. Thereafter, the fourth I/O port 32O4 streams the remaining MPEG data packets to

10 the respective access controller 140 for subsequent transmission to the subscriber. In this

manner, the switch controller 310 controls the routing of data packets to and from the

head-end 101 and subscriber equipment 124.

In the event that the switch controller 320 fails, all of the video sessions being

executed and streamed to the subscribers would be lost. Therefore, by adding a

15 secondary switch controller 310 to the switch 113, the I/O ports 320 have an alternate

switch controller available to provide an alternate in-band signal path 315 between the

switch controller 310 and I/O ports 320. Accordingly, if one switch controller fails, then

utilizing a redundant switch controller 310 may avert a single point of failure occurring at

the switch 113.

20 Additionally, FIG. 3 depicts a plurality of signal paths from which the switch

controllers 310^ and 310^ conmiunicate with each other and the I/O ports 320. The

designations "A" and "B" in a given signal path correspond to the signal paths pertaining

to switch controllers SWC-A and SWC-B 310^ and 310^, respectfully.

A plurality of signal paths SWIO_PRESENT 319 are used by each of the pluraUty

25 of I/O ports 320 to indicate when an I/O port 320 is installed in the switch 1 13.

Specifically, the SWIO_PRESENT signals 319 are broadcast from each I/O port 320 to

each switch controller 310. Similarly, A_PRESENT and B_ PRESENT signal paths 305^

and 305b (collectively PRESENT signal paths 305) provide each switch controller 310

and the plurality of I/O ports 320 a signal to indicate installation and connectivity in the

30 switch 1 13. Therefore, once each switch controller 310 and 1/0 port 329 is plugged into

their respective slots in a rack (e.g.. Compact PCI standard rack), the signals
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SWIO_PRESENT 319, A^PRESENT 305^, and B_PRESENT 305^ are asserted and

remain in such state unless the device is removed or has an intermittent connection.

Furthermore, bi-directional SERIAL^A and SERIAL_B signal paths 303^ and

303b (collectively SERIAL signal paths 303) are coupled between each switch controller

5 310 and thereby permit the transfer of information between the switch processors 302 of

each switch controller SWC-A and SWC-B 310. In particular, the SERIAL signal paths

303 are used by the switch processors 302^ and 302b to inform the secondary switch

controller when the primary switch controller has updated the CAM 322 table.

Signal paths SWC_A_READY and SWC_B_READY 313^ and 313b (collectively

10 SWC_READY signal paths 313) each indicate to the I/O ports 320 and to the other

switch controller that the switch controller 310 asserting the SWC_READY signal 313

has finished booting-up. In particular, the SWC_READY signals 313^ and 313b are set

by each respective switch controller 310 when operational. Similarly, SWC„A_OK and

SWC_B_OK signal paths 307^ and 307b (collectively SWC_OK signal paths 307) each

15 provide the operational status of the switch controller to the other switch controller 310,

as well as the plurality of I/O ports 320.

For instance, if the SWC-A 310^ asserts the SWC_A_OK signal 307^, then the

switch controller SWC-B 310b and the plurality of I/O ports 320 are thereby notified that

the SWC-A 310^ is functioning properly. In addition, each SWC_OK signal 307 has a

20 hardware timer (e.g., "watchdog timer") 304^ and 304b (collectively SWC_OK timers

304) associated with the signal that must be periodically refreshed by software. If the

switch processor 302 of the switch controller 310 fails to refresh the signal within a

specified time period (illustratively, every half of a millisecond) the switch controller 310

is deemed to have "timed out", and the SWC_OK signal 307 will be de-asserted. This

25 allows an intermittent or failed switch controller 310 to indicate non-operation via the de-

assertion of this SWC_OK signal 307.

The plurality of I/O ports 320 are also coupled to each switch controller 310 via a

plurality of signal paths. Specifically, A_ONLINE and B_ONLINE signal paths 31 1^

and 311b (collectively ONLINE signal paths 311) are signals respectfully asserted by

30 switch controllers SWC-A and SWC-B 310 when either switch controller 310 thinks it is,

or should be, on-line. Furthermore, the ONLINE signal paths 311 are used in
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conjunction with the SWC_OK and SWC_READY signal paths 307 and 313. Thus, if the

SWC„A-OK 307a, 0NLINE_A 311^, and SWC_A_READY 313^ signals are asserted by

the switch controller SWC-A 310^, then the I/O ports 320 may select the switch

controller SWC-A 310^ as the primary switch controller 310 for routing data packets.

5 Additionally, the SWITCHOVER ENABLE_A and SWITCHOVER ENABLE„B

signal paths 309^ and 309b (collectively SWITCHOVER ENABLE signal paths 309) are

coupled to each switch controller 310, as well as the plurality of I/O ports 320. The

SWITCHOVER ENABLE signal paths 309 are asserted or de-asserted by the off-line

secondary switch controller to provide a signal to indicate a switchover event, or prevent

10 further switchovers to the other switch controller 310 by the plurality of I/O ports 320.

Specifically, when the SWITCHOVER ENABLE signal is asserted by the off-line

secondary switch controller 310, the primary switch controller and each of the I/O ports

320 are notified that a switchover by the secondary switch controller asserting such signal

is available, if required. Conversely, when the SWITCHOVER ENABLE signal 309 is

15 de-asserted by the secondary switch controller 310, the primary switch controller and the

I/O ports 320 are notified that a switchover by the secondary switch controller de-

asserting such signal may occur if other conditions are satisfied.

Such other conditions may include, illustratively, if the switch controller SWC-A

310^ is signaling "on-line" (i.e., the primary switch controller) by asserting the

20 ONLINE_A signal 3 1 1 a, then any change to the SWITCHOVER ENABLE_A signal

309^ on the primary switch controller 310^ is ignored. Thus, the primary switch

controller SWC-A 310^ will continue to update to the CAM 322 tables and direct data

packet traffic from and to each I/O port 320. Additionally, the secondary switch

controller SWC-B 310^ will continue to query each of the I/O ports 320 by polling the

25 status registers 324 via the out-of-band OOB_B signal path 317b.

However, if the secondary switch controller 310b detects error bits stored in the

status registers 324 of at least more than one of the I/O ports 320, then the offline

secondary switch controller SWC-B 310b will initiate a switchover. When the secondary

switch controller SWC-B 310b de-asserts the SWITCHOVER ENABLE„B signal 309b, a

30 switchover will occur if the SWC_B_OK 307b, SWC_B_READY 313^, and B_ONLINE

311b signals are asserted. Thereafter, the former offline secondary switch controller.
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SWC-B becomes the online primary switch controller and will provide updates to the

CAM 322 tables and direct routing of the in-band data packets.

Another condition, illustratively, is when the SWC_OK timer 304, utilized by the

SWC_OK signals 307 of each switch controller 310 and I/O ports 320, elapses during

5 one of the periodic self-diagnostic tests. Thereafter, the SWC_OK signal 307 of such

switch controller 310 is de-asserted. In this instance, the switchover to the remaining

operable switch controller 310 will occur in a similar manner as illustrated above.

For example, assuming both switch controllers SWC-A 310^ and SWC-B 310b

are operational, and thereafter, the SWC-A switch controller 310^ times out during one of

10 the self-diagnostic tests, then the SWC_A„OK signal 307^ is de-asserted by the SWC-A

switch controller 310^. The SWC-B 310b switch controller then asserts its ONLINE_B

signal 311b, and subsequently de-asserts the SWITCHOVER ENABLE_B signal 309b.

Upon the de-assertion transition (e.g., HIGH to LOW transition state) of the

SWITCHOVER ENABLE_B signal 309b, the switchover to SWC-B 310b occurs. Once

15 a switchover has occurred, no further switchover is possible until corrective action is

implemented for the non-operational switch controller SWC-A 310^*

FIG. 5 depicts a flowchart of a second method that facilitates fault tolerance at a

head-end of an interactive information distribution system. In particular, the second

method 500 depicts a method of operation for redundant switch controllers. For the

20 convenience of the reader, method 500 should be viewed in conjunction with FIG. 3.

Method 500 begins at step 501, and proceeds to step 502 where the switch

controllers are powered up. In step 504A, the method 500 queries whether the

SWC_A_READY signal from the SWC-A switch controller is in an asserted state.

Likewise, In step 504B, the method 500 queries whether the SWC_B_READY signal

25 from the SWC-B switch controller is in an asserted state. The SWC_READY signals

indicate to the I/O ports and to the other switch controller that each switch controller has

completed booting up. In the normal mode of operation, the SWC_READY signals are

de-asserted by each switch controller until powered up. Additionally, the SWC-A switch

controller is by default, the primary switch controller provided the SWC-A switch

30 controller is operable. Furthermore, and for illustrative purposes herein, the reader is also
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directed to presume that the SWC-A switch controller is the primary switch controller

and the SWC-B switch controller is the secondary switch controller.

If, in steps 504A and 504B, the query is answered negatively, i.e., the

SWC„READY signal is not asserted, then the method 500 waits until the boot-up process

5 for both switch controllers SWC-A and SWC-B is complete. If, in steps 504A and 504B,

neither the SWC-A nor SWC-B switch controllers assert a SWC_READY signal, then

the method 500 goes into a loop until the method 500 "times out". Both switch

controllers are deemed non-operational and require corrective action by a system

administrator.

10 If, in step 504A, the query is answered affirmatively, i.e., a SWC_READY signal

is asserted for the switch controller SWC-A, then the method 500 proceeds to step 506A.

Likewise, If, in step 504B, the query is answered affirmatively, i.e., a SWC_READY

signal is asserted for the SWC-B, then the method 500 proceeds to step 506B. In steps

506A and 506B, a query is performed to determine if the switch controllers are

15 operational The method 500 provides that each switch controller must assert a

SWC_OK signal to indicate to the other switch controller and the I/O ports that the

switch controller has passed the self-diagnostic tests.

If, in steps 506A, the SWC-A switch controller asserts that it is operational via a

SWC_A„OK signal, then, regardless of what the SWC-B switch controller has, or has not

20 asserted in steps 504B and 506B, (i.e., the SWC_B_READY, and/or SWC_B_OK

signals), then the SWC-A switch controller proceeds to step 510. In step 510, the SWC-

A is by default the primary switch controller and asserts the ONLINE_A signal as such.

In this manner, the I/O ports may select the SWC-A switch controller to route the data

packets.

25 Once the switch controller SWC-A has become operational and asserted its

respective ONLINE_A signal in step 510, the SWC-A switch controller is available as

the primary switch controller for routing data packets, and the method 500 proceeds to

step 516. In step 516, the SWC-A switch controller determines if the other switch

controller will be available to serve as a secondary switch controller, and as such,

30 whether to enable or disable the switchover function.
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Specifically, the method 500 again queries whether the SWC-B switch controller

has asserted its respective SWC_B_READY signal. If the query is answered negatively,

then the method proceeds to step 518 where the method 500 waits for a specified period

set by the watchdog timer for a response. If there is not an assertion of the

5 SWC_B_READY signal in the specified time period, the watchdog timer elapses, and the

method 500 proceeds to step 524 where the method 500 ends, and the switchover

function for the SWC-B switch controller is disabled.

If, in step 516, the SWC_B„READY signal is asserted by the SWC-B switch

controller, then the method proceeds to step 520 where another query is performed. In

10 step 520, the query is performed by the SWC-A switch controller to ascertain if the

SWC_B_OK signal has been asserted by the SWC-B switch controller. If the query is

answered negatively, the method 500 again proceeds to step 524 where the method 500

ends, and the switchover function for the SWC-B switch controller is disabled.

If, however, in step 520, the SWC_B_OK signal is affirmatively answered, then

15 the method proceeds to step 522, where the SWC-B switch controller asserts the

SWITCHOVER ENABLE_B signal. The SWITCHOVER ENABLE_B signal notifies

the primary switch controller SWC-A and the I/O ports that the secondary switch

controller SWC-B is enabled for a switchover operation, if required. The method 500

then proceeds to step 524 where the method 500 ends.

20 Referring back to step 506A, if the SWC-A switch controller fails to assert a

SWC_A„OK signal, then the method proceeds to step 508. In step 508, the SWC-A

switch controller waits for the SWC-B switch controller to assert its respective

SWC_B_READY signal. When the SWC-B switch controller asserts its respective

SWC_B_READY signal, the method 500 proceeds to step 506B. In step 506B, the self-

25 diagnostics tests are performed. If, in step 506B, the SWC-B switch controller has not

passed the self-diagnostic tests, then the SWC-B switch controller has failed and the

switch requires corrective action by the system administrator.

However, if in step 506B, the SWC-B switch controller asserts the SWC_B_OK

signal, then the method proceeds to step 512. Step 512 may occur only once in method

30 500. Furthermore, the step 512 is provided in the event that the SWC-A switch controller

is operational, but the SWC-B switch controller has asserted its respective
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SWC_B_READY and SWC„B_OK signals prior to SWC-A completing its respective

boot-up and self-diagnostic tests. Thus, in step 512, the SWC-B switch controller checks

and waits for the SWC-A switch controller to assert the SWC_A__READY and

SWC_A_OK signals as depicted in steps 504A and 506A, before the specified time

5 elapses. Thus, step 5 12 is performed to allow the SWC-A switch controller to have the

opportunity to function as the primary switch controller by default whenever the SWC-A

switch controller is operational.

Therefore, in step 512, if the SWC-A switch controller does not assert the

SWC_A_READY signal before the watchdog timer of the SWC-B switch controller

10 times out, then the SWC-A switch controller is deemed non-operational. The method

500 then proceeds to step 514. In step 514, the SWC-B switch controller asserts the

ONLINE_B signal and the method 500 proceeds to step 524, where the method 500 ends.

Thereafter, the SWC-B switch controller assumes the role of the primary switch

controller for routing packets of in-band data, and the SWC-A switch controller will

15 require corrective action by the system administrator.

In this manner, the method 500 advantageously utihzes an additional switch

controller 310 for increasing fault tolerance at the switch 1 13, Furthermore, the switch

controller 310 is capable of performing self-diagnostic tests to determine operation and

status of each switch controller. In the event of a failure, a switchover from the primary

20 switch controller to the secondary switch controller reduces a single point of failure at a

switch controller, and thereby allows for continued switch 113 operation during the

course of the subscriber video sessions.

FIG. 6 depicts a flowchart of a method of switchover in the event of a switch

controller failure. The method 600 begins at step 601 where the "offline" secondary

25 switch controller decides to switchover as the primary switch controller. Switchover may

occur in illustratively, instances where the SWC_OK signal expires, or the inter-switch

processor serial communications fail between the switch controllers, or the Ethernet

communications fail, or the I/O port's out-of-band OOB watchdog timer has expired. In

step 602, switch controller SWC-A is, by default, the "onUne" primary switch controller,

30 and switch controller SWC-B is currently the offline secondary switch controller.
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In step 604, the secondary switch controller SWC-B de-asserts the

SWITCHOVER ENABLE_B signal coupled to the primary switch controller SWC-

A

and plurality of I/O ports. The method 600 proceeds to step 606 where a query is

performed to determine if the SWC_B_OK signal is asserted. If, in step 606, the query is

5 answered negatively, then the secondary switch controller SWC-B is non-operational,

i.e., has failed. The method 600 then proceeds to step 602 where the primary switch

controller SWC-A remains onUne as the primary switch controller and the system

administrator is notified of a possible failure of the secondary switch controller.

If, in step 606, the query is answered positively, i.e., the SWC_B_OK signal is

10 asserted by the SWC-B switch controller, then the method 600 proceeds to step 608. In

step 608 a second query is performed to determine if the ONLINE_B signal is asserted by

the SWC-B secondary switch controller. If, in step 608, the query is answered

negatively, then the secondary switch controller SWC-B has disabled the switchover

capabilities. The method 600 then proceeds to step 602 where the primary switch

15 controller SWC-A remains online.

If, in step 608, the query is answered positively, i.e., the SWC-B has asserted an

ONLINE_B signal, then the method 600 proceeds to step 610. In step 610 a third query

is performed to determine if the SWC_B_READY signal is asserted by the SWC-B

secondary switch controller. If, in step 610, the query is answered negatively, then the

20 secondary switch controller SWC-B is non-operational, i.e., the secondary switch

controller has failed. The method 600 then proceeds to step 602 where the primary

switch controller SWC-A remains online and the system administrator is notified of a

possible failure of the secondary switch controller.

If, in step 610, the query is answered positively, i.e., the SWC_B_READY signal

25 is asserted by the SWC-B secondary switch controller, then the method 600 proceeds to

step 612 where the SWC-B switch controller is switched over to serve as the primary

switch controller. In step 614 the method 600 ends and the I/O ports will be primarily

controlled via the SWC-B switch controller.

Fault tolerance is achieved by adding redundant signal paths between a plurality

30 of sever modules and head-end controllers. Specifically, a pair of switches interconnect,

via two signal paths, each server module to each of the head-end controllers.
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Furthermore, duplicate messages are each sent along alternate signal paths each time a

conmiunication occurs between the head-end controller and server modules, in case one

of the signal paths fails. Thus, a single point of failure occurring in the communications

paths between the head-end controllers and plurality of server modules has been averted.

5 In a similar manner, fault tolerance has been improved at the video switch.

Specifically, a secondary switch controller has been provided to monitor the state of the

I/O ports, as well as the primary switch controller. In the event of a failure, the secondary

switch controller may initiate a switchover to serve as the primary switch controller, and

thereby continue the routing of data packets during a video session. Thus, a single point

10 of failure occurring in the video switch has been averted. Although various embodiments

that incorporate the teachings of the present invention have been shown and described in

detail herein, those skilled in the art can readily devise many other varied embodiments

that still incorporate these teachings.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 . An apparatus having redundant provider equipment for improving fault tolerance,

5 comprising:

a server, comprising a plurality of server modules coupled to a video switch; and

at least one head-end controller coupled to each server module of said plurality of

server modules via at least two signal paths, wherein communications between said at

least one head-end controller and each of said server modules is coincidentally sent

10 through the at least two signal paths,

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein a plurality of subscriber equipment capable of

interfacing with said at least one head-end controller and server for receiving video

information upon request.

15

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein said at least two signal paths comprise:

at least two switches coupled between said at least one head-end controller and

each of said server modules within said plurality of server modules.

20 4. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein:

an initial message sent between said at least one head-end controller and at least

one of said server modules is routed from the at least one head-end controller,

through one of said at least two switches, to said one of said server modules;

a redundant message sent between said at least one head-end controller and said at

25 least one of said server modules is routed from the at least one head-end controller,

through a second of said at least two switches, to said one of said server modules; and

wherein said one of said server modules accepts either said initial message or

said redundant message arriving first.

30 5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein:
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said one of said server modules disregards either said initial message or said

redundant message arriving last.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein:

5 an initial acknowledgement is routed from said one of said server modules,

through one of said at least two switches, to the at least one head-end controller;

a redundant acknowledgement is routed from said one of said server modules,

through a second of said at least two switches, and to the at least one head-end

controller; and

10 wherein said at least one head-end controller accepts either said initial

acknowledgement or said redundant acknowledgement arriving first.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein:

said at least one head-end controller disregards either said initial

15 acknowledgement or said redundant acknowledgement arriving last.

8. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said video switch comprises:

a pluraUty of I/O ports coupled to said plurality of server modules and said

plurality of subscriber equipment for transferring said video information; and

20 at least two switch controllers coupled to said at least one head-end controller and

said plurality of I/O ports, wherein one of said at least two switch controllers serves

as a primary switch controller for routing said video information between said

plurality of FO ports, and a second switch controller serves as a secondary switch

controller for monitoring status of said plurality of I/O ports and said primary switch

25 controller, whereby said secondary switch controller initiates a switchover in an

instance of a failure occurring at said primary switch controller.

9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said primary switch controller is coupled to said at

least one head-end controller via said one of said at least two switches, and said

30 secondary switch controller is coupled to said at least one head-end controller via said

second of said at least two switches.
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10. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein said primary switch controller is coupled to said at

least one head-end controller via said at least two switches, and said secondary switch

controller is coupled to said at least one head-end controller via said at least two

5 switches.

11. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein each of said at least two switch controllers further

comprise:

a switch processor for processing control conmiands between said head-end

10 controllers and said primary and secondary switch controllers, between said primary

switch controller and said secondary switch controller, and between said primary and

secondary switch controllers and said plurahty of I/O ports;

a switch matrix IC for routing said video information between said primary switch

controller and said pluraUty of I/O ports; and

15 a switch controller timer for periodically querying the operational status of said

primary and secondary switch controllers.

12. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein each I/O port of said plurality of I/O ports

comprises:

20 a memory table coupled to said at least two switch controllers for defining routing

addresses of said video information to be routed, wherein said primary switch

controller periodically updates each said memory table of said plurality of I/O ports;

a plurality of control registers coupled to said at least two switch controllers for

receiving periodic message commands from said primary switch controller;

25 a plurality of timers coupled to said plurality of control registers;

a pluraUty of status registers for registering error bits, in an instance where at least

one of said pluraUty of timers elapses prior to being reset from one of said periodic

message commands, wherein said secondary switch controller periodically poUs said

status registers to determine whether to initiate a switchover event.

30
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13. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein said primary switch controller sends periodic

pinging messages to said plurality of control registers for monitoring said switch

matrix of said primary switch controller; said plurality of control registers set a first

portion of said plurality of timers upon receiving said periodic ping messages; said

5 primary switch controller sets an acknowledgement bit at said plurality of status

registers; said secondary switch controller monitors said acknowledgment bits set in

said plurality of status registers; and said secondary switch controller switches over to

serve as said primary switch controller in an instance where a plurality of said

acknowledgement bits are not set.

10

14. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein said primary switch controller sends periodic

polling messages to said plurality of control registers to monitor an out-of-band signal

path of said primary switch controller; said plurality of control registers set a second

portion of said plurality of timers upon receiving said periodic polling messages; said

15 plurality of control registers set an error bit at said plurality of status registers in an

instance where said second portion of said pluraUty of timers elapse prior to a next

polling message; said secondary switch controller monitors said error bits set in said

plurahty of status registers; and said secondary switch controller switches over to

serve as said primary switch controller in an instance where a pluraUty of said error

20 bits are detected.

15. A method of providing redundant provider equipment for improving fault tolerance,

comprising the steps of:

transmitting a plurality of messages having dupUcate content from a primary

25 head-end controller to at least one server module;

routing said plurality of messages via alternate signal paths;

accepting one of said plurality of messages that arrives at said at least one server

module first;

disregarding said plurahty of messages that arrives at said at least one server

30 module thereafter; and
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transmitting a plurality of acknowledgements to said primary head-end controller

having sent said plurality of messages.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising the steps of:

5 routing said plurality of acknowledgements via said alternate signal paths;

accepting one of said plurality of acknowledgements that arrives at said primary

head-end controller first; and

disregarding said plurality of acknowledgements that arrives at said primary head-

end controller thereafter.

10

17. A method of improving fault tolerance at a video switch, comprising the steps of:

asserting a switch controller READY signal at each of a plurality of switch

controllers;

performing self-diagnostic tests and asserting a switch controller OK signal upon

15 passing said self-diagnostic tests at each of said switch controllers;

indicating primary switch controller functionality by asserting a respective

ONLINE signal by one of said plurality of switch controllers;

indicating secondary switch controller functionality by de-asserting a respective

switch controller ONLINE signal;

20 monitoring said switch status via a secondary switch controller; and

initiating a switchover event in an instance where said primary switch controller is

determined to be inoperable.

18. The method of claim 17, comprising the steps of:

25 periodically performing said self-diagnostic tests at said primary and secondary

switch controllers;

initiating said switch controller OK signal after each periodic self-diagnostic test

prior to a timer elapsing; and

de-asserting said switch controller OK signal in an instance where said primary or

30 secondary switch controller fails to pass said self-diagnostic tests prior to said timer

elapsing.
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19. The method of claim 18, comprising the step of:

asserting said ONLINE signal by one of said plurality of switch controllers in a

default mode of operation, wherein said asserting switch controller serves as said

5 primary switch controller.

20. A method of improving fault tolerance at a video switch, comprising the steps of:

sending a periodic pinging command to a control register at an I/O port via a

primary switch controller for testing a switch matrix of a primary switch controller;

10 setting a timer of said I/O port via said control register upon receiving said

periodic pinging command;

setting an acknowledgement bit in a status register of said I/O port via said switch

matrix of said primary switch controller;

monitoring status of a status register in said I/O port via a secondary switch

15 controller; and

resetting said timer via said control register in an instance where said timer of said

I/O port elapses before said switch matrix of said primary switch controller sets said

acknowledgement bit in said status register.

20 21. The method of claim 20 comprising the step of:

initiating a switchover event in an instance where said pluraUty of I/O ports fail to

set said acknowledgment bits set in said status registers, wherein said secondary

switch controller switches over to serve as said primary switch controller .

25 22. A method of improving fault tolerance at a video switch, comprising the steps of:

sending a periodic poUing command to a control register in an I/O port via a

primary switch controller;

setting a timer in said I/O port via said control register upon receiving said

periodic polling conmiand;

30 monitoring status of a status register in said I/O port via a secondary switch

controller;
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setting an error message in a status register of said I/O port in an instance where

said timer of said I/O port elapses before said control register resets said timer from a

next polling command; and

resetting said timer via said primary switch controller.

5

23. The method of claim 22 comprising the step of:

initiating a switchover event in an instance where a plurality of status registers in

a plurality of I/O ports have said error messages set in said status registers, wherein

said secondary switch controller switches over to serve as said primary switch

10 controller.

24. The method of claim 22 comprising the step of broadcasting said polling command to

a plurality of said I/O ports simultaneously.

15 25. The method of claim 22 comprising the step of pointcasting said poUing conmiand to

a plurality of said I/O ports consecutively.
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ABSTRACT

Apparatus and method providing improved fault tolerance through redundancy of

hardware and softvv^are suitable for use in a head-end of an interactive information

5 distribution system. Communications between each of a head-end controllers and each of

the server modules are coincidentally sent along at least two signal paths to provide to

additional fault tolerance in the event one of the signal paths becomes inoperable. In one

embodiment, a video switch comprises a plurality of I/O ports coupled between a

plurality of server modules and a plurality of subscriber equipment for transferring video

10 information between the server and the subscriber equipment. A primary and secondary

switch controller are each coupled to the head-end controllers and the plurality of I/O

ports. The primary switch controller is used for routing data packets containing said

video information between the pluraUty of I/O ports. The secondary switch controller

monitors status of the primary switch controller and I/O ports, and initiates a switchover

15 event in an instance where the primary switch controller exhibits a failure.
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